CARE
GENEROSITY
LOVE
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CARE
GENEROSITY
LOVE
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HOME IS WHERE YOU FORGET ALL
AND ENJOY THE ME&FAMILY TIME
Imagine a home where you forget all the problems
and fuss. Picture living in an environment which
embraces you and your loved ones with care, lets you
completely unwind on a weekend or replenish your
power quickly after a day of work. It’s a quiet place:
the state-of-the-art project neighbours a huge park
which offers a unique view on a panorama of Moscow.
On top of that, there's a whole estate with generous
infrastructure designed with the needs of every family
member in mind. All of this comes together in an
actual place, the luxury family residential complex
Victory Park Residences.
Here, the care we provide to every resident is coupled
with attention to detail, from interior finishes to
landscaping. Experienced and trustworthy, the project
team vouches it hasn’t made any concessions on the
way to top notch quality.
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1 MINUTE WALKING
DISTANCE TO
VICTORY PARK
The Victory Park Residences estate merges smoothly
with the Victory Park — Russia’s biggest memorial
complex, and a citizens’ leisure spot of choice. Its
wide alleys have been designed for family walks and
doing sports. Draw in a great lungful and feel this vast
expanse for new accomplishments, courtesy of Moscow.

KINDERGARTEN
INSIDE PRIVATE
TERRITORY
The Victory Kids kindergarten is slated to become
the young residents’ second most favourite place,
following home. The spacious 1500 m2 big compound
has its own playground, a swimming pool, and
a variety of hobby groups and workshops for every
taste. This is a place where every child is supported
in unlocking their potential.

HIGH END SERVICES
AND STORES IN THE
VICTORY GALLERY
The first-grade service provided in the Victory Gallery
is something any big city dweller dreams of. At the
disposal of the complex residents are all essential
stores and service shops, available right here and now.
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Eight elegant buildings house spacious apartments
with patios and French balconies, as well as penthouses
with terraces? Carefully designed layouts and three
finishing options will help you choose the home that will
specifically meet your needs.

An estate the size of six football fields will host the
private Victory Garden courtyard, comprising a
Japanese garden, jogging paths, barbecue spots and
ponds, so that every resident could find a favourite
place of their own.
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ENTRANCE TO
THE VICTORY
GALLERY
BUILDING 8
with the VICTORY KIDS
in-house kindergarten

BUILDING 7
BUILDING 6

VICTORY
RESIDEN
CES

STATE-OF-THE-ART ARCHITECTURE IN
TUNE WITH THE CITY AND NATURE. WELLTHOUGHT-THROUGH DESIGN AND CUTTING
EDGE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS BRING
CONVENIENCE AND THE SENSE OF SECURITY
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The buildings’ design, developed by the Sergey Skuratov
Architects bureau, is laconic. Despite remaining within
the contemporary aesthetic framework, it takes a peek
into the future. The lobby design as well as the finishing
of the residences follow the same principle: in place of
complexity, delicate work with materials and forms is
applied. This approach is slated to remain relevant in
the long run, the more so as we have taken care not
just of the style, but of convenience and reliability as
well. Large windows provide the premises with as much
daylight as possible, and the inconspicuous engineering
systems feature smart solutions, proven by the
extensive experience of the property developer.

CONSIDER
THE BENEFITS
OF CONCISENESS
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1.

“IT WAS MY PLEASURE
TO PICKTHEDOLOMITE
GENALDON STONE
FROM THE NORTHCAUCASUSFORTHE FACADE
COATING. IT’S WARM,
SOLID AND ELEGANT.”

2.

3.

“EVERY BUILDING MUST BE DISTINCT.
THAT’S EXACTLY WHY THE FACADE
PATTERNS, THE RHYTHM WHICH THE
WINDOWS FOLLOW, AND THEIR SIZE
VARY FROM THE FIRST BUILDING IN
THE CORNER TO THE LAST ONE.”

“BRASS IS USED FOR THE
COATING OF THE VICTORY
GALLERY FACADES, AND THE
THREE BUILDINGS ON THE
SECOND LINE.”

1

2

Project architect
Sergey Skuratov
3
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The interiors of lobbies and the hallways resonate
with the style of the open recreation area,
underlining the shared architectural concept.
Together, they create a bright space, impressive in
its unity and enjoyable no matter the season or the
time of day.
The neutral color palette brings to the forefront the
elegant textures of the materials: natural stone,
terrazzo, bronze and fabric. You don’t have to touch
the wall surfaces in common spaces, though — one
can just enjoy how they reflect the daylight pouring
into the panoramic windows.

EMBRACE
THE STYLISTIC
CONSISTENCY
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Victory Park Residences is more than a kids-friendly
residential complex. Every detail of the project is
imbued with love for residents of all ages. All building
lobbies have a special space for baby carriages
provisioned. This way, parents can save time and
energy, so that the walk would be even more
pleasant. Nothing should distract you from the most
important things.

Common

AREAS
Even after entering the lobby, you are surrounded
by nature. In the middle of the light-filled space, an
olive tree towers, symbolising peace and abundance.

SAVE TIME AND SPACE:
LEAVE THE STROLLER
IN THE SPECIAL SPACE
ON THE FIRST FLOOR
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LET YOUR PET PLAY
WITH THE FRIENDS

Residents can use the services of their building’s
concierge. Technical assistance required? No
problem. No time to take your groceries upstairs?
Just leave them in the lobby so they would be
delivered to your apartment before you return.

With those very special paws in mind, we placed
special baths in the lobbies on the first floor of every
building. No rain and slush are going to get inside. From
now on, your pet can safely romp about during your
walks.

Care
24/7
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NEO-CLASSIC

While designing Victory Park Residences, we strove
to create a convenient space for each and every
resident. We started with developing the layouts:
thought-through, sensible and bringing you the feeling
of convenience and security. Whichever option you like
best, it’s available in three styles of designer finish to
pick from.

NEO-TEXTURE

MAKE THE TOUGH CHOICE FROM
THE OPTIONS OF DESIGNER FINISHES

NEO-DECO
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Harmony of contrasts. Yin and yang. In Neo-classic,
love of tradition and openness to new coexist
harmonically. Strict geometry and concise palette
complement each other and create a space your
entire family is bound to love.

NEO-CLASSIC

28

29

TWO AESTHETICS
COMPLEMENT AND
REINFORCE EACH
OTHER, BRINGING
MORE CONTRAST
AND REASON TO
THE STYLE

COMBINATION OF
CLASSICAL CONCISE
SURFACES AND
CONTEMPORARY
GEOMETRIC FORMS

30
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1.

Dark wood

2.

Antique Brass
fittings

3.

White marble
Bianco Carrara

2

4.

Black marble
Nero Marquina Extra

5.

Latten

1

4
3
5

NEO-CLASSIC
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AN INTERIOR WHICH
BALANCES GOOD
TASTE WITH COSINESS
AND UTILITY

NEO-TEXTURE

An interior where good taste is balanced with supreme
cosiness while concise decor details harmonise with
delicate warm tones. Feel serenity after a busy day,
and the stylish setting will inspire your upcoming
accomplishments.

34

SOFT TEXTURES,
DELICATE TO THE
TOUCH, WARM TONES

35

CONCISE AND
CHARISMATIC
INTERIOR DETAILS
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1.

Dark wood

2.

Light wood

1

2

3.

Terrazzo

4.

Black Matte
Aluminum fittings

5

5.

4
7

Decoration plaster

6.

Brushed latten

7.

6

Pink onyx
Onice Rosa

3

NEO-TEXTURE
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Noble marble is in harmony with white-golden chrome,
light wood and textured Venetian plaster. That said,
the finishing doesn’t look excessively ornate, thanks to
delicate strokes and natural materials.

NEO-DECO
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AESTHETICS OF CONCISE
CHIC: DESPITE BEING
ORNATE, THE STYLE IS
RELEVANT AND AUTHENTIC

THE COMBINATION OF
WHITE-GOLDEN CHROME
AND DEEPLY TEXTURISED
MARBLE WITH THE TEXTURE
OF VENETIAN PLASTER
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2

5

1.

Light wood
Decoration plaster

2.

1

Black Matte
Aluminum fittings

3.

Black marble
Minoan Grey Marble

4.

Black marble

5.
4

Decoration plaster

3

NEO-DECO
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PENTHOUSES WITH
TERRACES

27
30

FLATS WITH
PRIVATE PATIOS

226

FLATS WITH
BALCONIES

150

CORNER FLOOR TO
CEILING WINDOWS

UNIQUE COLLECTION
OF RESIDENCIES

46

WHILE DESIGNING VICTORY
PARK RESIDENCES, WE STROVE
TO CREATE A CONVENIENT
SPACE FOR EACH AND EVERY
RESIDENT

47
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65 М

2

49

5,37
WC

A SPACE FOR THOSE
WHO VALUE UTILITY

17,91
BEDROOM

2,45
WALK-IN
CLOSET

3,35
HALLWAY
16,70
LIVING ROOM

4,14
FOYER

1,75
CLOSET

8,47
KITCHEN NICHE

3,99
WC

A thought-through space with everything you need, sensible zoning and impressive views
will fit the tastes of people whose life follows the rhythm of the big city. A 65 m2 apartment
in a historical district of Moscow is an investment not just into the quality of one’s living,
but into one’s future as well.
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5,11
WALK-IN CLOSET
3,06
WC

5,16
WC

0,68
UTILITY ROOM

16,99
BEDROOM

4,64
FOYER

7,21
KITCHEN NICHE

33,75
LIVING ROOM

14,94
BEDROOM

Spend time with your loved ones without sacrificing the perks of living in the city centre.
Another popular layout with 100 m2 of space, two bedrooms, a spacious walk-in closet,
two separate bathrooms, a large living room combined with a kitchen — the dream of
a perfect home came true.

THE PERFECT HOME
FOR A YOUNG FAMILY

100 М

2
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195 М

2
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1,50
BALCONY

1,36
BALCONY

23,68
BEDROOM

2,74
ГАРДЕРОБ

1,59
BALCONY

1,50
BALCONY

13,26
BEDROOM

13,85
BEDROOM

2,80
WALK-IN
CLOSET

3,50
WC

2,50
HALLWAY

3,01
ГАРДЕРОБ

4,25
WC
1,96
WC

1,98
HALLWAY

A SPACE THAT PROVIDES
UTILITY FOR A BIG FAMILY

3,80
HALL

3,57
STAIRCASE

6,36
FOYER

6,33
WALK-IN
CLOSET

8,15
WC

14,62
KITCHEN NICHE

74,34
LIVING ROOM

1,74
BALCONY

1,68
BALCONY

1,66
BALCONY

A secret to a happy family living is everyone having enough personal space, even the
youngest of the residents. For those looking for a place equipped to suit all the members of
a big family, spacious penthouses with 195 m2 of space are provided. Three bedrooms with
balconies, closets and separate bathrooms, big panoramic windows, views on Victory Park
and breathtaking sunsets you can watch from the private terrace. You just have to choose
the building and the finishing option.
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FLATS WITH
PRIVATE PATIOS
Here’s a thing Muscovites hardly ever enjoy: stepping
out of their living room to breathe in fresh air and,
settled comfortably in an armchair with a cup of
coffee, listen to the tree crowns rustling, and enjoy
the look of the green foliage. That’s why Victory Park
Residences offers this unique format, a residence
with a private patio, your own oasis in the midst
of the big city. In summer, you can easily imagine
yourself at a villa somewhere in the middle of
Tuscany hills. When winter comes and the first snow
settles, the patio can be decorated with a lighting
chain. It’s also a perfect spot for a private barbecue
party or celebrating a family milestone.

RECONNECT TO
NATURE WITHOUT
LEAVING YOUR HOME

55
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APARTMENTS
WITH BALCONIES
The Victory Park Residences collection features
apartments with balconies, which expand the space
visually, fill it with light and air. Fling the floor-to-ceiling
windows open, let the light breeze and the warm rays
of light come in — this will make your everyday chores
more pleasant and improve your mood.

FEEL THE SUN
AND ENJOY
FRESH AIR ON
YOUR BALCONY
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186,74 — 301,34 М2
Area of penthouses

3,75 М
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A COLLECTION OF LUXURY
PENTHOUSES FOR THOSE
WHO WANT MORE

Ceiling height

75%
Of the wall perimeter
is fenestrated

A Victory Park Residences penthouse is your private
country house in the historical centre of Moscow.
Come out to the roof terrace with a view of Victory
Park and feel as if you were in a private house in
nature’s lap. The spacious penthouses have high
ceilings, panoramic windows and French balconies.
These unique residences provide you with impressive
views of Moscow and an unparalleled feeling of
freedom.

ENJOY THE ABUNDANCE
OF LIGHT AND THE HEIGHT
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LUXURY

3–3,75 М
HIGH CEILINGS

PANORAMIC WINDOWS
3,6 М HIGH

WIDE PLANK EUROPEAN
WOOD FLOORS

CENTRALISED MULTI-ZONE
CONDITIONING SYSTEMS
(VRV/VRF)

CENTRALISED HEATING
CONVECTORS PLACED ALL
AROUND THE APARTMENT
PERIMETERS

PREMIUM TURN-KEY
FINISH

CUSTOMISED KITCHENS
(EXTRA OPTION),
TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT

WI-FI NETWORK COVERING
THE WHOLE ESTATE, INCLUDING
UNDERGROUND PARKING
AND LOBBIES

BATHROOM VANITIES
MADE IN EUROPE

INTERIOR DOORS
MADE IN ITALY
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HEATING SYSTEM

100 percent equipment redundancy in a domestic heating substation with automated temperature
control. Heated underground parking. Temperature control blocks installed in every room.

VENTILATION SYSTEM

Air filtration and conditioning in all common areas, heating of the underground parking. Mechanical
exhaust ventilation systems in flats (kitchens, bathrooms, closets, laundry rooms). Hot-air curtains at
main entrances of the complex.

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Centralised multi-zone conditioning systems (VRV / VRF-systems) in flats, with comfort heating for the
transition periods (autumn / winter, winter / spring). Separate lines for the removal of condensed water
from the conditioning systems.

DOMESTIC-SANITARY

Noiseless sewage piping.

SEWAGE

WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM

TECHNOLOGIES FOR
CONVENIENT LIVING

ENGINEERING

Water treatment and conditioning for high quality of drinking water and protection of the complex’s
plumbing equipment. High pressure (around 5-6 bar) for various needs (e.g. tropical shower; shower with
increased water pressure) in flats. Quick access to hot water in wet environments with minimised water
consumption for convenience and power saving.
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VIDEO DOOR-PHONE COMMUNICATION
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Door-to-phone systems are connected to the main entrances. Residents can also use them to reach the
concierge and technical staff, as well as connect to the system with their smartphones.

SIGNALLING AND EVACUATION

ESMS AND SMIS SYSTEMS

The residential complex is a unique facility, therefore two systems are provided: SMIS, structured
system for monitoring and control of engineering systems of buildings and structures, and ESMS,
engineering structures monitoring system.

CCTV

The whole complex is monitored 24/7, the camera recordings are stored for 60 days.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY

The complex is marked with the second power supply reliability category. Automatic switchover
through feeder switchboards.

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

The whole complex is protected by the automatic fire fighting system and has fire hose cabinets
installed in every zone.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM

Facade, landscape and street lighting. Decorative interior lighting in common spaces. LED lighting
fixtures and automatic lighting management, movement and daylight sensors for better power saving.

AUTOMATIC FIRE FIGHTING
SYSTEM

The whole complex is protected by the automatic fire fighting system and has fire hose cabinets
installed in every zone, including the underground parking, the shopping arcade and the common
spaces. (повтор в оригинале)

POWER METERING SYSTEM

Every flat is equipped with its own water, heating, and power meters. Power metering for the air
conditioning system is carried out through a separate VRV / VRF dispatch system. All meter readings
(water, cooling, heating, and power) are calculated with high accuracy. All meters transfer data to the
dispatch for automated invoicing.

SMOKE VENTILATION SYSTEM

The whole complex is protected with a smoke ventilation system for safe evacuation in case of fire.

INTERNET, IP-TV, LANDLINE

GPON (optical fiber cable system) for quick and stable Internet connection, IP television and calls.
The Wi-Fi network covers the whole territory of the complex, the underground parking and lobbies.

ACCESS CONTROL AND

The whole complex is equipped with access control and management systems. The underground parking
has an automated driveway access gate. The reception has a button to call security.

BMS / AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The BMS system controls all mechanical and electrical equipment in the complex, 24/7, and ensures
power saving, optimal efficiency and convenience.

SECURITY

All zones of the complex, including residences, are equipped with loudspeakers which alarm of
emergencies. Elevator halls provide buttons for contacting the dispatch in case of emergency.
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YOUR PERFECT
WEEKEND
IN VICTORY PARK
RESIDENCES
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09:00

10:00

16:00

18:00

The packed work week is over. You
wake from the sunlights puncturing the
windows and know that the alarm is not
going off today: It’s Saturday. You can
treat yourself with a lazy half hour in bed.

Your loved ones are still asleep but you want
to prepare a surprise for them. You get up
quietly and, after drinking a cup of coffee in
your living room, leave for a walk with your
pet. Where to go? Of course, to the Victory
Garden. After that, you can pass by the
Victory Gallery and get everything you need
for the family dinner. On your way home,
you are glad to bump into some friends
and invite them to join you in the evening.
At home, everyone is up, so the day can
be planned over a late breakfast. It's the
weekend though, so it’s better to make it up
as you go along. Visiting the oceanarium is
the first on the list (the kids are crazy about
it!) and then you can finish reading a book in
the quiet of the Japanese garden.

It’s time to start preparations for the dinner
party. You like to give yourself up to it and,
while making one of your signature dishes,
you still experiment. What should you
surprise your guests with today? This day
calls for something extraordinary. Together
with the kids, you lay the table. You can’t
help but smile, watching the effort they put
into it and listening to them arguing about
the table layout. Wait, something is missing...
Of course, a perfect flower bouquet. Luckily,
you can always reach out to the flower
boutique in the Victory Gallery, and the
freshest beautiful peonies will be delivered
as soon as possible.

Together, you just don’t notice the time
flying by. The guests are there! The
conversation is interrupted by laughter,
pleasant sizzling of sparkling wine and
the chef getting more compliments.

SATURDAY

14:00
You had such fun that you decided to
have some more time for yourself and,
after a short stroll home, you come
back to the quiet of the Victory Garden
to have a plein air yoga session at
a specially provided spot.

21:00
After the sunset, tugged into blankets,
you spontaneously decide to go for
a walk in the park. Only one thing is even
more pleasant than this evening — the
thought that tomorrow you have another
wonderful day at home. What will it bring?
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10:00

13:00

16:00

18:00

Being in a rush is something out of place
in Victory Park Residence, even more
so on the weekend. The best way to
give your Sunday a great start is having
a calm training session in the swimming
pool. After that, you should enjoy a fresh
smoothie in the Victory Gallery fresh bar.

Now, you can peacefully treat yourself
with a few hours of SPA. After sauna and
massage, it feels so great to put the world
around you on pause and just enjoy the
quietness over a cup of hot tea.

Now you just have to see the kids off
to their favourite language and sports
classes at Victory Kids, and for the rest
of the day it’s just the two of you, finally.

For you and your other half, spending
Sunday evenings together became a good
tradition. Now that you live at Victory Park
Residences, it has become so much easier.
While the kids are away at their beloved
classes and hobby groups, you don’t need
to try squeezing in a trip to the city and
back. Everything is here, at your disposal.
Tonight, you opted for going to the new
cosy restaurant in the Victory Gallery and
watching a premiere in the cinema.

A laid back
SUNDAY

22:00
The family is back together. It has been
just a few hours but you’ve missed each
other already! The kids are still raving
about the hobby groups — why not go
together next week, all of us? The plans
for the next perfect weekend in Victory
Park Residences seem to be made.

VICTORY
GARDEN
GET THE CHANCE TO EXPERIENCE A WHOLE
NEW QUALITY OF LIVING. YOUR HOME GOES
BEYOND THE TERRITORY OF THE RESIDENTIAL
BUILDINGS, TO THE WHOLE COMPLEX ESTATE,
INCLUDING THE PRIVATE VICTORY GARDEN,
PLAYGROUNDS AND RECREATION SPOTS.
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The secure private park is filled with opportunities
to enjoy nature exactly the way you love it. The
carefully designed landscape has spots for the
moments you’re just by yourself, for leisurely walks
couples take, for children to play. You can enjoy the
view of ponds and the variety of flora, taking a sip of
warm coffee or refreshing yourself with an ice cream.
You can also gather a group of friends at a barbecue
spot — each of them is isolated, so that you wouldn’t
be troubled, as if you were in the countryside.

FEEL AT HOME
WHILE TAKING
A WALK
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FOR
CHILDREN

3

2

1

1.

4

Play structure

2.

Playground slide, fountains

3.

5

Garden

4.

Playground swings

5.

Slope, trampolines
7

6.

Sandbox
6
8

7.

Playground for crawlers

8.

Promenade, jogging track
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FOR
GROWN UPS

1
4
2

3

1.

Ponds

2.

Outdoor fireplace

3.

7

Japanese garden

5

4.

Barbecue spot, pavilion

5.

Bike track

8

6.

Barbecue spot, pavilion

7.

Ponds, overpass
6

8.

Basketball court
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PONDS
Stay in tune with yourself and nature,
enjoying the view of the serene surface
of the water.

LOUNGE ZONES
A picnic in nature’s lap, just one minute
away — doesn’t this sound like a dream
weekend?

BASKETBALL COURT
Challenge your friends to a competition
or teach the young ones to score their
first points. Playing basketball may well
become another beloved family tradition.

PLAYGROUNDS
All the young residents are drawn here.
It will be sure to provide a place for the
children’s favourite activities, like playing
in the sandbox, and it will also provide
an undisturbed space for crawlers and
their parents. Some swing sets and
trampolines are there as well, of course.
What fun would it be otherwise?

SPEND MORE TIME
OUTSIDE — FUN
AND DIFFERENT
EVERY TIME
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CHAISE LOUNGES

YOGA AND MEDITATION SPOT

Only those who live in Victory Park
Residences can take off to their favourite
holiday spot any time they want. When
you feel like having a vacation, just spend
a weekend reading a book in a chaise
lounge right at your doorstep. And don’t
forget to apply sunscreen!

Doing yoga at Victory Park Residences
is particularly enjoyable: the serenity
of Victory Garden calls for morning or
evening sessions.

BARBECUE SPOTS
Spend time in the countryside while still
remaining in your backyard. Getting the
family or friends together for a barbecue
party is so easy now.

FOUNTAINS
Rest in the shadow on a scorching
summer day, watching the children play
cheerfully and taking in how the flecks of
sunlight reflect in the splashes of water.
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VICTORY
KIDS
KINDERGARTEN FOR THE YOUNG RESIDENTS

90
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1 500 М

2

Kindergarten square

105

On the first two floors of the eighth Victory Park
Residences building, the kindergarten will be situated
and managed by a carefully picked operator. Its main
goal is to unlock the talents of our youngest residents
and prepare them for school. To assist in this, a variety
of classes of different kinds will be offered: foreign
languages, robotics, dancing and music, capoeira and
sketching.

Young residents can
be enrolled

870 М

2

Large secure playground
of the kindergarten

FIND OUT WHAT YOUR
KIDS ARE INTO, AND
VICTORY KIDS WILL HELP
THEM DEVELOP IN THAT

VICTORY
GALLERY
A THOUSAND AND ONE WAY TO TREAT
YOURSELF AND YOUR LOVED ONES — IN
THE UNIQUE SPACE FOR SHOPPING AND
ENTERTAINMENT

94

Whether you want to treat your loved ones with an
exquisite dessert or decorate your room with a floral
composition, relax in a hammam or make your pet’s
day with a new toy, Victory Gallery is there for you.
Rich infrastructure will meet the most diverse needs
of the residents, and the thought-through location
neatly separates the commercial facilities from
the residential ones. All services and stores, partly
located below the earth level, are accessible even
from inside the complex — you can easily and quickly
take the elevator down there.

SATISFY
YOUR
DESIRE
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VICTORY GALLERY HAS
EVERYTHING TO FULLFILL
YOUR SPIRIT AND ENJOY
WITH YOUR LOVED ONES
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Victory Gallery is the centre of the complex’s cultural
life. Take your whole family to spend a few hours in the
oceanarium, watching the harmony and the beauty of
the underwater world. After the walk, linger and listen
to a lecture about sea creatures. Get to know them
better by feeding them together with an expert.

OCEANARIUM

ART CLASSES

CINEMA

Watch the premiere of a new movie in the complex's
own cinema. Next time you can come for a vernissage
or sign your whole family up for art classes in the
workshops. Professional teachers will take residents
of Victory Park Residences through the basics of
acting, choreography and improvisation.
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New reality demands new infrastructure. The new
Victory Gallery coworking space is fully equipped for
convenient remote work. Your office is just a couple
of steps away from your place now. Whether there’s
a need to finish a project on a late evening or you just
want a change of scenery — the coworking space is
at your disposal. Separate your professional and your
personal life even while working remotely.

New way of working

COWORKING
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In Victory Gallery, you’ll have a favourite coffee
place of your own where you get an invigorating
americano every morning or try a new kind on the
weekend, alternatively brewed. Need to organise
a special evening? Book a table in the gastropub
for the long awaited get-together with friends or
set a romantic date in one of the restaurants.

Add a drop of hedonism to your daily routine. Make
your breakfast stand out by taking the elevator down
to the farmer’s shop to get some ripe tomatoes or fresh
burrata.

RESTAURANTS

Pick the best specialities for the dinner party or treat
yourself spontaneously with a puffy mille-feuille from
this favourite dessert shop of yours.

GASTROPUB

DESSERT SHOP
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AERIAL YOGA
Find your zen and learn to fly: aerial yoga will help
build up your back muscles, work on the backbone
and strengthen your vestibular system.

SWIMMINGPOOL
FITNESS CENTRE
Everything you need to remain in great form and stay
healthy. Exercise under a trainer’s supervision or do
your own workouts. In the warm season, the running
mill will be replaced by the shadowy alleys of the
Victory Garden.

To give the day an energetic start or end it calmly.
An intensive session or just a short well paced swim —
visit it any time you like and the way your system
requires it.

PILATES
To be sure in your own power. Steady breathing and mild
static loads — regular pilates exercises will grant a lean
body and bright thoughts.
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Be it a hard day’s night or preparing for
a vacation, whether you want some time
alone or get a loud company of girlfriends
together, Victory Gallery gives you all the
opportunities to take care of yourself.

MASSAGE

HAMMAM
The sport routine is great to be combined
with a relaxing hammam and state-of-theart beauty treatments in the SPA complex.

SPA

BEAUTY SALON

Pick the season’s hottest products in the
cosmetics store, get appointments for
massage and manicure and get ready for
an important event in the beauty salon, all
without leaving the complex premises.

Shopping and services
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ORGANIC
FOOD MARKET

PHARMACY
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PETSHOP

DRY CLEANING

Victory Gallery lets you solve any domestic issue
in a blink of an eye. At the disposal of residents are
a supermarket, a drug store, a dry cleaning and
a pet shop.

Good mood is something you can always bring
home: reinvent your kitchen or bathroom with an
artisan composition from the aroma studio or treat
your loved ones with a fresh bouquet from the flower
boutique.

FLOWER
BOUTIQUE
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Project developer. International construction
and development company with 30 years
of experience.

ANTTEQ
General contractor. Part of the Ant Yapi
holding. Has realised projects with total
square of 4.3 million m2.

SERGEY SKURATOV ARCHITECTS
Architect bureau with a number of premium
projects in portfolio.

IND ARCHITECTS
Design of public spaces. Company’s portfolio
includes over 80 projects of residential and
commercial buildings and interiors.

QUADRO ROOM
Interior design. Company’s portfolio includes
dozens of projects of private residences and
apartments in Moscow, Miami, Paris, Tel Aviv,
Zagreb.

Any information presented in this brochure is for informational purposes only and under no
circumstances is a public offer determined by the provisions of Article 437 of the Civil Code
of the Russian Federation. Finished articles may differ from the 3D visualisations presented.
All materials presented are indicative only, any changes may be made to them.
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